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Authors response to the editor and reviewers’ comments on hess-

2021-633 

 

Editor: 

Dear Authors, 

Allowing for the fairly positive evaluations of your original submission and your preliminary 

responses, your study passes on the subsequent journal step and you are invited please 

upload a revised version. Please upload also a more structured point-by-point reply that 

comprises all of the comments received so far and also highlights the main changes. Should 

you disagree with some comments of the reviewers, please explain why clearly in the rebuttal. 

An additional referee step might be advised. 

Authors:  

Dear Editor, we have done our best to address both reviewers' comments. The first reviewer 

highlighted the lack of clarity of the objectives and the novelty of the input of the proposed 

study. In addition, some comments point to misunderstanding, revealing the lack of clarity in 

some parts of the manuscript (in particular in the theory section). We have addressed all of 

the reviewers' suggestions and significantly modified the manuscript to comply with the 

reviewers' suggestions.  

The new manuscript now includes the following novelties: 

• An improved presentation of the paper's objectives and goals, with additional 

objectives compared to the previous versions. The new objectives are related to the 

new section demonstrating the need for accurate estimates of sorptivity (lines 60-67 

and 78-80 of the marked revised manuscript). 

• A brand-new section (Section 3.4, pp. 22-28, marked revised manuscript) on the gain 

in accuracy of the proposed mixed formulation and its benefits regarding the modeling 

of water infiltration into soils. This new part gives further insight into the sensitivity of 

sorptivity with regard to initial and final conditions and into the choice of the model for 

water retention and hydraulic conductivity functions. It also investigates the use of 

sorptivity for modeling water infiltration into soils and the impact of erroneous 

estimates of sorptivity on the quality of the prediction of water infiltration. This part 

strengthens the novelty of the paper since no study has previously investigated the 

dependency of sorptivity estimation on the mathematical procedure and related 

consequences on the quality of predictions of water infiltration into soils. 

• An improved conclusion that reminds the reader of the main taking-home messages 

and the related implications with regards to the more general topic of predicting water 

infiltration into soils (lines 535-537, 543-552, marked revised manuscript). In 

particular, we insist that an accurate estimation of sorptivity is crucial with regard to 

the quality of the model of water infiltration into soils. Misestimation of sorptivity may 

lead to a significant misprediction of cumulative infiltrations. Besides, we demonstrated 

that even when sorptivity was appropriately estimated, the choice of the mathematical 

functions used to describe water retention and hydraulic conductivity functions played 

a significant role, by increasing sorptivity and cumulative infiltrations by more than two 

times, which is worth mentioning.  

 

In addition to those main features, we made these additional improvements: 



• All the figures were improved with an increase in the font size of labels and 

improvement of lines and legends, 

• In particular, we improved Fig. 2, which generated some misunderstandings (see R1 

reviewer's comments). This figure was replaced with two different figures for each case 

(dry initial condition versus close to saturation). In addition, the new figures were 

worked to improve clarity. 

• Section 3.4 gives more details on the application of the mixed formulation, which may 

help anyone with the use of the mixed formulation. 

• The code available on Zotero was updated. 

 

The authors hope that the revised version of the manuscript will meet the standards of the 

journal and will be considered for publication in HESS. 

Anonymous Referee #1 

Referee comment on "Mixed formulation for an easy and robust numerical computation of 

sorptivity" by Laurent Lassabatere et al., Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., 

https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2021-633-RC1, 2022 

Manuscript: hess-2021-633 

Title: Mixed formulation for an easy and robust numerical computation of sorptivity 

Dear editor and authors. I read carefully the manuscript. The article is quite interesting and 

is well written and organized. The authors propose a new mixed formulation that scales 

sorptivity. The topic is relevant and gives valuable information about sorptivity. This hydraulic 

property is a key parameter, and there is a lack of information about it, especially in terms of 

the dependency with the soil water content. For these reasons, the manuscript fits into the 

journal’s scope and would be relevant to the readers of Hydrology and Earth Systems Science. 

Additionally, this manuscript complements very well the previous study of Lassabatere et al. 

(2021), published in this journal. However, there is one major concern that must be addressed 

before publication. Soil sorptivity is a function of the initial and final soil water content. Since 

sorptivity is an expression of the capillarity forces, the highest value corresponds to the dry 

condition (h=-∞) and decreases as the soil water content increases (in dry condition, the 

capillary forces domains the process, while near saturation there is no expression of 

capillarity). The authors included in the manuscript the Figures 1 and 2 in order to show an 

example of the mixed formulations. In these figures, the y axis corresponds to the sorptivity 

(estimated with the  new mixed formulation function) and the x axis corresponds to the soil 

water content or water pressure head (h). The behavior of this function is the opposite to the 

expected one. This issue should be addressed in the manuscript. Additionally, the inclusion of 

hypothesis and objective will improve the manuscript. Also, it would be very interesting to 

include some figures with the sorptivity values as function of soil water content and water 

pressure head, calculated with the new mixed formulation. Below, I mention more detailed 

comments. I’m not English native speaker, then I will not correct language issues. 

Authors: The authors warmly thank the Reviewer for their careful review of the paper and 

positive comments on the proposed study. As required by the Reviewer, the authors improved 

the manuscript with a more straightforward presentation of the paper's objectives before the 

theory section and a strengthened conclusion. The revised version also includes an additional 

section that investigates the evolution of sorptivity with initial and final water contents as 

required by the Reviewer, in addition to the impact of sorptivity estimation accuracy on the 

modeling of water infiltration. The results align with the reviewer’s expectations, and show an 

increase of sorptivity when either the initial condition becomes drier or the final condition 

becomes wetter (Figure 7, c and d of the new manuscript). Furthermore, we investigated the 

impact of sorptivity estimation when using the regular versus the proposed mixed formulation 



on the results of modeling water infiltration. The different estimates were inserted into the 

analytical models developed for the computation of 1D cumulative infiltration. Clearly, the 

choice of the regular methods leads to poor estimates for sorptivity and subsequent improper 

estimation of cumulative infiltration. Conversely, using the exact mixed formulation ensures 

a proper estimate of sorptivity and accurate modeling of cumulative infiltration. We also 

investigated the dependency of sorptivity upon the choice of the hydraulic models for 

describing the water retention (WR) and hydraulic conductivity (HC) curves. The BC and KG 

models were fitted to the vGM model as defined for the loamy soils in the soil database by 
1Carsel and Parrish (1988), and computations were performed for the three models. We 

revealed that using the three hydraulic models leads to significantly different cumulative 

infiltration values (Figure 8, revised version). This point highlights the need for choosing 

appropriate models for describing WR-HC functions, even when no clear choice may be made 

in advance and when the three models provide accurate fits of the same WR and HC curves. 

Besides, we also improved the manuscript and some parts that confused Reviewer R1. For 

instance, Figure 2 led to some misunderstanding, as the Reviewer thought that sorptivity was 

plotted against the water content or the water pressure head. Instead of the sorptivity, we 

plotted the integrand, the integration of which gives the sorptivity. This integrand defines an 

increasing function with regards to the integration variable, θ or h. The computation of 

sorptivity involves the integration of the integrand between the initial and the final water 

contents, or initial and final water pressure heads. Given that the integrand is positive, such 

an integration (i.e., sorptivity) defines a decreasing function with regards to the initial water 

content (or water pressure head) and an increasing function with regards to the final water 

content (or water pressure head). This point is in full accordance with the Reviewer's 

statement on sorptivity. Clearly, these relationships were not explained with sufficient clarity 

in the previous version. In the revised version, two figures (Figs. 2 and 3) replace the previous 

Figure 2, and the text was rewritten to clarify statements. We hope the new version is much 

clearer and satisfies the valid Reviewer comment. 

Detailed comments: 

L 12-13: the first two sentences are exactly the same than the two first sentences of 

Lassabatere et al. (2021). Please modify. 

Authors: Thee sentences were rewritten in the revised manuscript (see Lines 11-16 of the 

marked revised manuscript). 

L 20: Equation (1): Please add more information about this equation. I couldn’t find the same 

expression in Parlange (1975). 

Authors: Equation (1) results from the concatenation of the relation between squared 

sorptivity and the flux concentration function proposed by Philip and Knight (1974), on the 

one hand, and the formulation proposed by Parlange in 1975 for the flux concentration 

function, on the other hand. Haverkamp et al. (2006) detailed these relationships as follows: 

                                       
1 Carsel, R.F., Parrish, R.S., 1988. Developing joint probability distributions of soil water retention characteristics. Water 

Resour. Res. 24, 755–769. https://doi.org/10.1029/WR024i005p00755 

https://doi.org/10.1029/WR024i005p00755


 

 

Extracted from: Haverkamp, R., Debionne, D., Viallet, P., Angulo-Jaramillo, R., de Condappa, 

D., 2006. Soil properties and moisture movement in the unsaturated zone, in: Delleur, J.W. 

(Ed.), The Handbook of Groundwater Engineering. CRC Press, Indiana, pp. 1–59. 

The expression of the flux concentration function as detailed in (6.76) was proposed by 

Parlange (1975) in their paper entitled “On solving the flow equation in unsaturated soils by 

optimization: horizontal infiltration”. Their equation [14] defines the optimum flux 

concentration function as in Eq. (6.76) and related expression for sorptivity, for the case of 

saturated final water content (\theta_1 = \theta_s): 

 

Extracted from: Parlange, J.-Y., 1975. On Solving the Flow Equation in Unsaturated Soils by 

Optimization: Horizontal Infiltration. Soil Science Society Of America Journal 39, 415–418. 

[Note that in their expression θ refers to the saturation degree.]  

In a subsequent letter to the editor, Parlange provided a clearer expression of the same 

findings (Parlange, 1975. Determination of Soil Water Diffusivity by Sorptivity Measurements. 



Soil Science Society of America Journal 39, 1011–1012), corresponding exactly to Eq. (1) of 

the original manuscript and Eq. (3) of the revised manuscript: 

 

Extracted from: Parlange, J.-Y., 1975. Determination of Soil Water Diffusivity by Sorptivity 

Measurements. Soil Science Society of America Journal 39, 1011–1012. 

https://doi.org/10.2136/sssaj1975.03615995003900050057x 

Alternative formulations have been proposed for the definition of flux concentration functions 

F(θ) and corresponding expression for sorptivity by Angulo-Jaramillo et al. (2016): 

 

Extracted from: Angulo-Jaramillo, R., Bagarello, V., Iovino, M., Lassabatere, L., 2016. Infiltration 

measurements for soil hydraulic characterization, Infiltration Measurements for Soil Hydraulic 

Characterization. Springer, Switzerland. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-31788-5 

We rewrote this part in a clearer way in the revised version by developing the concept of flux-

concentration function (see revised version, lines 25-37, marked revised manuscript). 

L 21: initial and final water contents of the soil or the water source? More detailed information 

https://doi.org/10.2136/sssaj1975.03615995003900050057x


about the relationship between sorptivity and water content is needed. 

Authors: The Reviewer is correct. By final water content or water pressure head, the authors 

mean the conditions imposed at the surface (i.e., the water source). This is now detailed in 

the revised version of the manuscript (Lines 29-31, marked revised manuscript). We also 

added a section on the practical computation of sorptivity and its link to the initial and final 

water contents. 

L 24: I couldn’t find the same expression in Ross et al. (1996). Please give more details about 

the construction of this equation. 

Authors: The Reviewer is correct. Ross et al. (1996) did not clearly write the equation as it 

is mentioned in our study. The two expressions, expressed as a function of θ or h, are 

equivalent as long as the upper boundary remains below ha (the air-entry pressure head). 

This equivalency comes directly from a change of variable θ -> h. Both expressions give access 

to the unsaturated sorptivity. Otherwise, the expression of sorptivity should be expressed as 

a function of the water pressure head in order to include the saturated part of sorptivity. This 

approach was previously studied by Haverkamp et al. (1990). 

  

We have changed this part in line with Lassabatere et al. (2021). In the new version, we 

simply state that in our previous paper, we suggested using both forms, expressed as a 

function of water content or water pressure head, and we then state that the second form was 

more general and included the saturated part of sorptivity. We rely our statement on the study 

by Haverkamp et al. (1990), previously reported by many authors (e.g., Stewart et al., 2013). 

L 240-246: Please use these ideas to build hypothesis and objectives, and include them in the 

Introduction section. 

Authors: The Reviewer is correct. This part was rewritten to state the objectives in a much 

clearer way at the end of the introduction. 

L 363-371: this is not a conclusion. The inclusion of an explicit hypothesis will improve this 

section. 

Authors: The Reviewer is correct. The conclusion was strengthened in the revised manuscript, 

with more details on the taking-home messages and more insight into perspectives and further 



works. 

Anonymous Referee #2 

Referee comment on "Mixed formulation for an easy and robust numerical computation of 

sorptivity" by Laurent Lassabatere et al., Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., 

https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2021-633-RC2, 2022 

Overall manuscript is well written. Authors need to include Novelty. 

Authors: The authors thank the Reviewer for his review. Additional results were added, and 

the novelty of the paper was highlighted in a much more straightforward way in the 

introduction and the conclusion (lines 68-75, introduction of the marked revised manuscript, 

and lines 560-567, conclusions of the marked revised manuscript). To the authors’ knowledge, 

no mixed formulation has been previously proposed, and the investigation of the impact of 

misestimating sorptivity on modeling water infiltration into soils has never been studied in 

depth. 


